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Abstrat

Previous work on estimating the entropy of written natural language has foused

primarily on English. We expand this work by onsidering other natural languages, in-

luding Arabi, Chinese, Frenh, Greek, Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Spanish. We

present the results of PPM ompression on mahine-generated and human-generated

translations of texts into various languages.

Under the assumption that languages are equally expressive, and that PPM om-

pression does well aross languages, one would expet that translated douments

would ompress to approximately the same size. We verify this empirially on a novel

orpus of translated douments. We suggest as an appliation of this �nding using

the size of ompressed natural language texts as a mean of automatially testing

translation quality.

1 Introdution

Aurately estimating the entropy of written natural language has great pratial impor-

tane for a variety of appliations in information theory and language modeling. Most

diretly, entropy provides a theoretial lower bound and a target for ompression. Simi-

larly, entropy provides a guide for language modeling; a language model should aurately

reet the entropy of the underlying language. Aurate language models are important

in a variety of areas, inluding speeh reognition, handwriting reognition, spell-heking,

et.

Estimating the entropy of the English language therefore unsurprisingly has a long

history in the information theory literature. Sine the true probability distribution of

symbols in English is unknown, the entropy of English annot be omputed diretly. In-

stead, one an approximate the probability distribution of symbols by some probability

model and ompute the ross-entropy, whih provides an upper bound on the true entropy
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of the soure. Early experiments in estimating the entropy of written English by Shan-

non, and later by Cover and King, estimated the probability distribution of English by

measuring the ability of human subjets to predit the next harater in a body of text.

Shannon estimated an entropy between 0.6 and 1.3 bits per harater (bp)[10℄; Cover

and King estimated 1.25 bp [4℄. Later experiments in estimating entropy have used

mahines to measure the performane of ompression algorithms on English text, based

on the onept that an eÆient ompression algorithm an losely approximate the true

entropy of a soure. In partiular, the PPM ompression algorithm appears to ompress

English text quite e�etively. The lowest estimates of entropy produed via ompression

have been ahieved using a variation of PPM by Teahan and Cleary, who report estimates

of 1.46 bp on Dumas Malone's Je�erson the Virginian, the same text used by Shannon

in his human experiments [13℄.

We extend prior work on estimating the entropy of English text by omparing the en-

tropy of eah of the following written languages: Arabi, Chinese, English, Frenh, Greek,

Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Spanish. Using PPM as an approximation to an ideal

ompression algorithm, we ompress both human- and mahine-generated translations of

a variety of written texts in eah of these languages. We have several motivations for

this exerise. One is purely tehnial; it is interesting to have these numbers for vari-

ous languages, espeially languages with alphabets and harater sets very di�erent from

English, suh as the Asian languages.

But perhaps our primary motivation is to answer the following natural thought ex-

periment. Under the assumption that languages are equally expressive, and that PPM

ompression does similarly well aross languages, one would expet that translated dou-

ments would ompress to approximately the same size. If this were not the ase, it would

suggest that either languages are fairly disparate in expressiveness, violating onventional

wisdom in linguistis [5℄, or the suess of PPM ompression is language-spei�, either of

whih would be interesting results.

1

Previous studies of natural languages indiate that

they share many statistial similarities, perhaps the most famous of whih is Zipf's law,

whih says that word frequeny follows a power-law distribution [14, 6℄. The struture of

most languages follow other well-formed similar patterns [5℄. One suh pattern bearing

partiular relevane to the omparative performane of a Markov-based ompression al-

gorithm suh as PPM aross languages is the universal tendeny for semantially related

words to appear next to eah other, sequentially, in a sentene [1℄. Prior work motivates

our suggestion that the information ontent of a text should be similar no matter what lan-

guage it is written in, and hene that translated texts should ompress to approximately

the same size.

We verify that translated douments do appear to have the same information ontent

empirially on a novel orpus of translated douments. We believe that this ross-language

orpus is itself one of the ontributions of this work; the orpus will be made publily

available.

We suggest as an appliation of this �nding using the size of ompressed natural

language texts as a means of automatially testing translation quality. Mahine-generated

translations have been growing substantially with the advent of business on the World

1

A third alternative would be that the translations are extremely poor; more on this below.
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Wide Web. Anedotal experiene relating poor translation quality abounds; automati

tests that an help spot poor translations before they are used ould help in determining

whih texts require more human input. While humans an spot good and poor translations

fairly easily, automating the task appears to be hallenging. There are examples of work

in this area [7, 9℄, but the problem is not yet adequately solved. Our work follows the

spirit of program heking [3℄, whih involves trying to �nd methods to hek a program

that are omputationally less expensive than the original program. Our suggestion is that

ompressing the original translated texts and performing a size omparison may provide a

tool for athing poor translations. Before presenting our methodology and experimental

results, we outline the thought experiment that motivates this appliation below.

2 Compressing Translations: A Thought Experiment

We suggest that the ompressed size of texts with the same information ontent should

remain lose to onstant aross languages, even when the unompressed texts vary in size.

That is, the number of bits required to enode a partiular text should be independent of

the enoding and language used.

Our hypothesis is based on the following intuition. As stated above, the estimates

of the entropy of English are based on a �nite stohasti model of the language. The

relevant attributes of these models an be applied to all natural languages. The �rst is

the set of statements that an be expressed in this language. Tehnially, statements are

simply haraters strings; however, the loose onept of meaning is meant to be embodied

by this informal term.

S

L

= fS

L

i

: S

L

i

is an statement that an be expressed in the languageg

Our onlusions rely on the assumption that S

L

is the same for all natural languages.

In other words, all natural languages are equally expressive. This assumption appears

baked by a ommonly held belief in linguistis theory, whih states that all natural

languages possess grammars and lexions that are rih enough to express and ommuniate

any oneivable thought [8, 5℄. Over this set, we have a probability distribution desribing

the likelihood that a statement is expressed, or output by the soure.

p

L

= f(S

L

i

; p

L

i

) : p

L

i

is the probability that S

L

i

is expressed in this language Lg

We believe that this distribution will be extremely similar aross languages. This is not

to say that every statement has the same probability in eah language; for example, \I am

speaking English" appears more likely to be spoken in English. Furthermore, we do not

presume that all languages are equally apable of enoding a partiular statement using

the same optimal number of bits. Statements ontaining highly speialized lexial subsets

of a language (suh as those written in jargon) ould result in onsiderable variation

in the length of the enoding of the statement when expressed in di�erent languages.

For example, a user's manual for an automobile might su�er onsiderable bloating in the

number of bits required to transmit the information ontained when the manual undergoes

translation from its original language to a language spoken by an agriultural people
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without automobiles. We believe that when a suÆiently broad olletion of statements

is onsidered, disrepanies in the expressive power of di�erent languages with regard to

their ability to enode a partiular statement eÆiently will tend to even out.

As a whole, therefore, for large samples of statements, the probability distributions

for di�erent languages are likely to be quite similar. Given the set S

L

and the probability

distribution p

L

an optimal enoding of ideas an be determined; standard information

theory says that the approximate length `

L

i

for a given statement S

L

i

should be:

`

L

i

= dlog

2

1

p

L

i

e

This length, `

L

i

, is what we are approximating empirially using ompression; with

a good ompression algorithm we expet to ome lose to this size. If our assumptions

that p

L

is roughly the same aross all languages is true, we would expet ompressed

translations to have approximately the same size. Again, if this is not true, this says

something interesting about linguisti variation aross languages.

3 Methodology

While our results yield potentially interesting bits-per-symbol statistis for various lan-

guages, for omparison purposes we ompare the total length of ompressed texts.

We present results for both human- and mahine-generated translations of texts. As

human-generated translations are time-onsuming and expensive to produe, we limited

our experiments to texts with existing translations available eletronially in multiple

languages. In our experiments we used the Bible, whih we obtained in Arabi, Chinese,

English, Frenh, Spanish, Korean, Japanese, and Russian.

The other large human-translated orpus that we used is a set of treaties from the

United Nations Treaty Colletion with translations available in English, Spanish, Frenh,

Chinese, Arabi, and Russian. The olletion ontains nineteen douments in all. All

of them are present in English, Spanish, Frenh, and Chinese. Eighteen are present in

Russian, and eleven are present in Arabi. These texts are suitable for our experiments

for two reasons. First, as these douments were prepared by the UN, the translations are

presumably extremely aurate. Seond, a treaty should, in theory, have a very exat and

literal meaning, and should therefore be the same in eah language. On the negative side,

the legal style of the English texts seems more disjointed than standard prose, espeially

after preproessing.

We generated mahine translations of the Bible using the ommerially available Sys-

tran PRO Premium 3.0 translation software. Systran translation software is used for

example in the translation engine Altavista Babel�sh.

We performed some preproessing of the texts in eah language to standardize their

format before analysis. It has been ustomary in previous work in estimating the entropy

of written English to onvert all letters to upperase and delete any haraters other than

letters and spaes, leaving a twenty-seven harater alphabet [10℄[13℄. We performed this

onversion for English and similarly �ltered the other languages. Furthermore, while En-

glish text an be represented using the standard ASCII enoding table, other languages
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Language Enoding Language Enoding

English ASCII Frenh ISO-8859-1

Spanish ISO-8859-1 Chinese EUC-CN (GB2312)

Korean EUC-KR Japanese EUC-JP

Arabi Windows CP-1256 Russian ISO-8859-5

Table 1: Enodings used for various languages.

require additional haraters. We used a ommon enoding for eah language. For ex-

ample, Frenh and Spanish texts were �rst onverted to the ISO-Latin-1 8-bit harater

set, then �ltered. The resulting alphabet of the Frenh texts inluded 15 aented har-

aters beyond the twenty-seven harater alphabet for English, while that of the Spanish

texts inluded 6 aented haraters beyond the English alphabet. For Chinese, we used

texts in the GB harater set with EUC-CN enoding, in whih eah Chinese ideograph

is represented by a two-byte sequene. Our Chinese text alphabet onsists of all Chinese

haraters, without any spaes or other non-harater data. See Table 3 for a omplete

listing of the enodings we used for eah language.

Our baseline was the PPMD+ ompression algorithm as implemented by Teahan [12℄.

Our experiments also used a Linux port of Charles Bloom's variation of PPM alled PPMZ

[2, 11℄. PPMZ is essentially an improved version of PPMD+ using more eÆient esaping

mehanisms and loal order estimation, and has empirially outperformed PPMD+.

For both algorithms, it has been shown that using similar texts to train the PPM

model results in signi�antly better results. We indiate below the training that was done

for eah di�erent set of texts.

4 Experimental Results

Our results are desribed below. For eah set of texts, we report the following measure-

ments: the text's original size, its ompressed size, the ratio of the text's original size to

the original size of its English translation, and the ratio of the text's ompressed size to

the ompressed size of its English translation. Sine we laim that the size of a given om-

pressed text should be similar aross languages, we expet the ratio between ompressed

sizes to be lose to 1.

4.1 Results for the Bible

We split the Bible into training and testing sets as follows: the �rst 20 books, from Genesis

to Proverbs, were used to train the PPMmodel, then the remaining books were ompressed

using the trained model to obtain the above results. This setup produed reasonable

results for the English text, the ompressed text ontained 1.62 bits per harater in the

original.

As Table 2 shows, all ratios between ompressed text sizes in di�erent languages

beome substantially loser to 1 after ompression; the ompressed text sizes are within

roughly 15% of English. Note that the languages deviating the most from English in
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Language Original Size Ratio Compressed Size Ratio

(bytes) (Original) (bytes) (Compressed)

English 1936473 1 390846 1

Spanish 1804756 0.932 384681 0.962

Frenh 1896459 0.979 393805 1.01

Chinese 884860 0.457 337505 0.864

Korean 1259920 0.651 346478 0.886

Arabi 1875204 0.968 418443 1.071

Japanese 1519224 0.785 452337 1.157

Russian 1506920 0.778 376162 0.962

Table 2: Results for the Bible using the PPMD ompression algorithm. The ratio is the

ratio of the size in the language divided by the size in English. We expet the ratio of the

ompressed sizes to be lose to 1.

original size, namely Arabi, Chinese, and Korean, are between 3-10 times loser to English

in size after ompression. The other languages besides Japanese are lose to English in

size both before and after ompression. We remark further on the Japanese translation

below.

As we suggested previously, there are three possible reasons we might expet deviation

from the ideal ratio of 1: poor translations, insuÆiently powerful ompression algorithms,

or di�erenes in the expressiveness of languages. Some of this is likely due to the fat

that the books are not stritly translations, in the sense that the Spanish version was

derived diretly from this spei� English text; they are simply both representations of

the Bible. We initially onjetured that there is still some variation due to the di�erene

in ompression performane aross languages.

To support this onjeture, we further experimented with PPMZ, whih should yield

better ompression. The results of PPMZ on the same Bible orpus appear in Table 3.

As an be seen, PPMZ indeed yields better ompression for most languages, the apparent

exeptions being Chinese and Korean. Overall, the ratios are signi�antly loser to 1

under these experiments.

The only onsistently surprising outome is with the Japanese translation, whih per-

forms poorly under both ompression algorithms. We speulate on a possible ause. The

Japanese Bible soure we used initially had editorial omments; we tried to remove as

many of these omments as possible. However, beause none of the authors is uent

in Japanese, there may be additional extraneous ontent remaining in the text we om-

pressed. Hene, we believe this is an example of a poor translation, in that extraneous

text appears. This is a demonstration that omparing the ompressed size an potentially

be a useful tool for �nding poor translations, a point we elaborate on below.

Note that the Bible omprises sixty-six di�erent books, eah with its own unique style

and subjet matter. For the most part, the books were written independently by di�erent

authors. This diversity of writing style within the text an ause problems for adaptive

ompression algorithms suh as PPM, whih struggle with hanging ontexts and styles

beause the probability models they build may not reet the underlying probability
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Language Original Size Ratio Compressed Size Ratio

(bytes) (Original) (bytes) (Compressed)

English 1936473 1 363288 1

Spanish 1804756 0.932 360535 0.992

Frenh 1896459 0.979 359903 0.991

Chinese 884860 0.457 341850 0.941

Korean 1259920 0.651 352440 0.970

Arabi 1875204 0.968 395242 1.09

Japanese 1519224 0.785 438135 1.206

Russian 1506920 0.778 362207 0.997

Table 3: Results for the Bible using the PPMZ ompression algorithm

Language Original Size Ratio Compressed Size Ratio

(bytes) (Original) (bytes) (Compressed)

English 1936473 1 411732 1

Spanish 1804756 0.932 414206 1.006

Frenh 1896459 0.979 422532 1.026

Chinese 884860 0.457 370168 0.899

Korean 1259920 0.651 387532 0.941

Arabi 1875204 0.968 448962 1.090

Japanese 1519224 0.785 481649 1.170

Russian 1506920 0.778 412354 1.002

Table 4: Results for the Bible using the BZIP2 ompression algorithm

distribution of the text immediately after a shift in ontext.

Finally, we note that as a hek of these results, we have also ompressed these texts

using gzip and bzip2. Neither ompression sheme ahieves the ompression results of

the PPM algorithms, and hene the entropy estimates for the languages are neessarily

less aurate using these ompression shemes. It is worthwhile noting, however, that in

omparing the ratios, the same basi trends are apparent, inluding the behavior of the

Japanese text.

4.2 Results for the United Nations Treaties

Results for the UN treaties vary somewhat. We see similar results for Arabi and Chinese;

the ompressed sizes are muh loser than before ompression, and very lose to the ideal

ratio of 1. The other languages, however, do not seem to do as well. They all ompress

to around 10-15% larger than English. We annot determine a lear explanation for this;

however, we suspet that the legal nature and jargon inluded in the text may not be

amenable to translation, potentially ausing the deviations. While the ideas ontained

in the Bible are likely to be universal in that they an be readily lexialized in a variety

of languages, the ideas expressed in the UN treaties belong to a speialized subset of
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Language Original Size Ratio Compressed Size Ratio

(bytes) (Original) (bytes) (Compressed)

English 1936473 1 562720 1.000

Spanish 1804756 0.932 559261 0.994

Frenh 1896459 0.979 572904 1.018

Chinese 884860 0.457 438738 0.780

Korean 1259920 0.651 510311 0.907

Arabi 1875204 0.968 627727 1.116

Japanese 1519224 0.785 654144 1.162

Russian 1506920 0.778 532343 0.946

Table 5: Results for the Bible using the GZIP ompression algorithm

Language Original Size Ratio Compressed Size Ratio

(bytes) (Original) (bytes) (Compressed)

English 977885 1 110848 1

Spanish 1064225 1.088 123695 1.116

Frenh 1050979 1.075 125214 1.130

Chinese 420178 0.430 109279 0.986

English 944778 1 106501 1

Russian 1009347 1.068 127750 1.200

English 478026 1 65310 1

Arabi 328606 0.687 69350 0.942

Table 6: Results for the UN Treaties using the PPMZ ompression algorithm

language whih an result in the generation of long explanations of word meanings in the

target language after translation.

Hene, this may again be an example of poor translations, or it may be an instane

where ertain statements (say legal statements) are indeed more probable in ertain lan-

guages than in others. This remains an interesting point of study for future work.

4.3 Mahine Translation

We performed mahine translation of the KJV Bible into a variety of European languages

using Systran software. We note that the results here also do not show the ideal ratio of

1; instead, the ratios of the ompressed sizes are loser to the original sizes.

We notie from Table 7 that all of the mahine-translated texts are in general larger

than we would expet, whih is not the ase with human-translated versions of the Bible.

Again, we have found one possible reason for this that is a aw in the translation proess.

When the translation software does not reognize an English word, it simply outputs the

English word diretly into the translated text. Unfortunately, this ours rather often

beause of the KJV's use of arhai English voabulary and onjugation (e.g. 'gaveth'

instead of 'gave'). This auses a possible ompliation in building the probability model
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Language Original Size Ratio Compressed Size Ratio

(bytes) (Original) (bytes) (Compressed)

English 1936473 1 390846 1

Frenh 2150962 1.111 432672 1.107

Spanish 2048227 1.058 406895 1.041

German 2113502 1.091 422693 1.081

Italian 2097506 1.083 439109 1.123

Table 7: Results for the Mahine Translated Bible using the PPMZ ompression algorithm

for PPM beause the algorithm must take into aount voabulary from both languages.

Again, this test highlights a possible use of ompression to detet poor translations:

a ratio between the ompressed text size before and after translation that is substantially

far from 1 may be a means of deteting poor translations. This experiment provides an

example, in that the ratios larger than 1 appear to be due to a aw in the translation

proess.

We emphasize that a ratio lose to 1 does not neessarily imply a faithful translation.

(Indeed, one ould ahieve a ratio of 1 with our test by doing no translation at all!)

The ompression-based test we propose is therefore one-sided, in that it an detet poor

translations, but it an only be onsidered as auxiliary evidene that a translation is good.

Designing additional automati tests for determining �delity in translation remains a topi

for further work.

5 Conlusion

We extend prior work on estimating the entropy of English text by using PPM ompression

results to ompare the entropy of eah of the following written languages: Arabi, Chinese,

English, Frenh, Greek, Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Spanish. We suggest a diret

relationship between the size of ompressed natural language texts and the information

ontent of those texts that is independent of the text's language and enoding. Our

initial tests, although preliminary, provide some support to our onjeture that translation

preserves information ontent. Based on this onjeture, we suggest ompression as a

possible means for deteting poor translations.

We believe that our work opens the way for future work involving ompression and

translation aross languages. An important question is whether urrent ompression teh-

niques are biased toward languages with a Roman alphabet. Although most ompression

shemes are designed to work for general soures, in pratie spei�s of the language may

a�et performane. Our initial work suggests that PPM tehniques perform well aross

languages, but of ourse PPM is rather expensive omputationally in pratie. Another

question is whether there is a more suitable orpus available. We suspet, for example,

that there may be a more representative orpus than the UN douments we have used here;

extending our work to inlude a wider sample of genres would be a worthwhile exerise.

More generally, we have asked how one might hek mahine translations automatially,

using fewer resoures than the translation itself requires. Compression o�ers a possible
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means of �nding poor translations; we believe this idea an be developed further, to �nd

for example smaller setions of the text that may be translated poorly.
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